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measurement in academic libraries using the following criteria: 1) to concentrate on academic libraries; 2) to include only measures that would be applicable in all countries, developing as well as developed, and to all kinds of academic libraries; 3) to measure effectiveness, not efficiency; 4) to include overall indicators as well as indicators for separate activities; and 5) to concentrate on user-oriented indicators. The choice of performance indicators was determined by the principle of user-orientation, and include the following: availability, document delivery, collection use, acquisition speed, book processing speed, interlibrary loan speed, and user satisfaction. The goals of the guidelines are to make it possible to obtain comparable results by applying the same indicators in the same way; to help obtain reliable results with a reasonable expenditure of work; and to promote acceptance of performance measurement as an important tool for effective management.
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Abstract: This paper reviews the strengths and weaknesses of traditional methods of newspaper access based on the use of original hard-copy newspapers, microfilms and press-cuttings. It looks at the benefits and problems of computerized approaches to newspaper access such as online information retrieval systems, CD-ROM, digitization, developments in electronic archiving from newspaper production systems, and the use of Internet. It sees improved access being available to current and recent material created in electronic form as part of the newspaper production process, but slower progress likely in electronic access to other types of newspaper material, for which the continuation of traditional forms of collection, preservation, and access will remain important.
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Abstract: This paper presents the case for the adaptation of the role responsibility of librarianship to include efforts leading to the development of needed new information products. The argument describes two forms of activity - political and intellectual. After specifying the characteristic features of each form, suggestions are given for training issues focused upon identifying elements useful in identifying needed new information tools. Such enhancing of librarian performances is seen as a promising potential route to furthering the image of the occupation in developing and developed information cultures.
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Abstract: Individuals or professional associations interested in the development of school libraries must realize the importance of government involvement and policy-making. Policy has a significant effect on school library development worldwide because that development is driven by the official recognition inherent in legislation and formal statements. Concerned school library supporters may intervene more effectively in policy formulation and implementation if they have a basic knowledge of the limitations and complexities of policy-making. This article introduces this basic knowledge. Various policy initiatives in both developed and developing countries are explored. The issue of whether school libraries are primarily cultural or educational policy issues is addressed as well as the place of school libraries in educational reform efforts. Obstacles to the formulation of effective policy are
reviewed. The article concludes with an examination of the role of professional organizations and their influence on policy-making.
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